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Practice Areas and Experience

Jimmy Wang mainly focuses on intellectual property, Internet finance, high-tech, P2P lending, corporate

restructuring and M&A, as well as private equity funds and family trusts.

Educational Background

 B.E., National Tsing Hua University(Taiwan)

 M.M.E , Oklahoma State University, Stillwater，OA

 M.C.S and doctoral candidate, Southern Methodist University，Dallas，TX

 PHD of Law, China University of Political Science and Law

Work Experience

 Senior legal adviser, Internet finance expert group leader of Chance Bridge Partners

 Deputy director of legal service center of CIFC Internet Financial Union

 Director of Hong Kong Elephant Talk Communications Corporation (NASDAQ-listed)

 Manager of Itpower(Beijing) Information Technology co., LTD

 Asia vice President and President in China of Marconi

 Vice President in China of Alcatel in France

 Technical leader of optical communications r&d department of Alcatel in USA,

 Research and development engineer, data communications r&d department, Northern Telecom

JimmyWang Senior Consultant

Industry: Intellectual property, Internet finance, Corporate Merger and

Acquisition

Telephone Number: +86 10 8587 0068

Facsimile: +86 10 8587 0079

E-mail:jimmy.wang@chancebridge.com
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 American MOSTEK semiconductor company production automation research and development

department research and development engineer

Notable Experience

Before engaging in legal work, Mr.Wang has nearly 30 years of experience in product development,

marketing, sales, government public relations, and management in high-tech. He has a rich and complete

experience in a number of multinational companies in the semiconductor, communications, information

technology, and Internet industries, starting with grassroots R&D engineers and serving as market director,

sales director, to CEO in China. He has a full experience in international companies and has extensive

experience in the creation and operation of high-tech start-ups in China. He has unparalleled work

experience, unique understanding, and profound understanding view of the operation, management, and

development of all levels within and outside the enterprise. He can sharply focus on the key points, not

only can quickly summarize the nature of the problem, but also can conduct comprehensive and in-depth

communication and communication with customers to avoid misunderstanding. He can identify problems

and develop ideas, which in turn can fully protect the interests of customers and optimize customer value.

The law stems from experience, and efficient communication is the primary means of solving problems.

Based on his complete and rich practical experience, he has abundant legal knowledge, solid legal

expertise and a comprehensive understanding of the legal system. He has consistently worked hard and

focused on customer recognition of his personal career. He insists an abiding belief in his career life.

.

Recent Cases

 Transaction process design, legal framework design and full set of legal contracts for many Internet

financial companies and wealth management companies.

 Listing of many companies on the National Equities Exchange and Quotations.
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 Special legal counsel and contract preparation for an international mobile communication company

in Europe.

 Application for Chinese trademark of an international dairy manufacturing company in Latin

America and protection within China.

Publications

 Master's thesis: The Optimal Trajectory of an N DOF Robot

 Doctoral dissertation: Discussion on the overall protection mode of computer software

-- the dual perspectives of copyright law and patent law

 A brief analysis of the legitimacy of computer software works(China Intellectual

property news)

 The necessity of protecting Software source code and object code separately(China

Intellectual property news)

 The feasibility of filing system of business secrets(Science and Technology Journal

from Hubei Science and Technology Commission) )

 The legitimacy of computer software works(Proceedings of the 2012 annual meeting of

China intellectual property research association)

 Better a lack than a blockage (Yingda Finance)

 Treating diseases with appropriate medicine(Corporate lawyer, a subsidiary of legal

Person magazine)

 An in-depth analysis of the validity of electronic contracts and electronic data in

Internet finance(China lawyers)

 Refutation: "P2P platform may not provide guarantees by itself"(Wolters Kluwer )

 Practical analysis of the most remunerative labor providers -- from the perspective of

tax burden
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Working Languages

Mandarin and fluent English


